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Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues,
There are lessons to be learnt from the resin shortages
which we were confronted with during the 1st half of
2015 and the wild currency shifts experienced lately.
I wonder now if our industry will engage in sustainable
supply chains options or if spot-pricing will continue to
prevail as the default procurement model.
At Ti, we know BoPP supply is affected by resin availability and the
relationship between currencies will remain volatile. By design, we have
created a network of plants complementary to each other in terms of supplier
base, manufacturing cost and product range.
This year we have been called to put these contingency plans to work.
As a result, we resolved dire situations for our customers. Perhaps this
demonstration of supply chain durability will mark a shift to a more strategic
approach to BoPP purchases. This is what I wish.
Taghleef’s reliability takes its source in our long term relationships with our
suppliers. We encourage the same trusted relationship with customers in
order to maximize responsiveness and mitigate supply chain disruption.
At Taghleef, we continue deploying resources and investments to secure
supply and to provide innovative solutions. We have this long term view that
BoPP is still a very novel material and that its potential is far from being
exhausted provided the complete value chain works together.
Let’s keep setting the pace!
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group

Corinne Rougeau
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Scientific Corner
Barrier properties of

Clay-Polymer Nanocomposite
Nanocomposites consisting of polymers and layered silicate belong to an emerging class of organic-inorganic
hybrid materials promise great potential for tailoring the property profile of polymers in a multitude of
applications. In many polymer matrices, clay minerals have been used to improve mechanical, barrier,
thermal, degradation, flame resistance and rheological properties. Due to their large specific surface area
(SSA), organoclays act as highly effective functional fillers for polymers provided that the particles are evenly
dispersed in the matrix. To achieve good dispersion in a hydrocarbon polymer matrix, the inorganic clay mineral
is compatibilized with coupling agents such as silanes or by substituting the exchanging inorganic cations like
sodium ions with organo-cations, thus forming what is called an organoclay (OC).

Schematic representation of the different types of composites produced from the interaction between layered compounds and polymers: (a)
Intercalated Nanocomposite; (b) Exfoliated Nanocomposite.

Clay minerals consist of nano-sized thin platelets of high “aspect ratio”, which means the edge length of the
platelets is much larger than their thickness. Clay fillers have been used to improve the barrier properties
of polypropylene. Among other parameters like solubility and mobility, the concentration gradient Δc / Δs
across the walls of a polymer container defines the diffusion rates of penetrating molecules.
Since the concentration of such penetrants inside and outside such a container is fixed, the only way to
reduce the concentration gradient is to increase the diffusion path length. Various continuum models
have been proposed to predict the permeability of clay-polymer composites. These models are generally
based on clay platelets aligned at random parallel and perpendicular to the permeation direction
(randomly in only two directions).
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Scientific Corner
Barrier properties of

Clay-Polymer Nanocomposite

A simple model used to describe the permeability of filled polymers is based exactly on this kind
of argument describing the increase in length of the diffusion pathway in terms of a tortuosity
factor (τ): the reduction of permeability arises from the longer diffusive path that the penetrant
must travel in the presence of the filler.
A sheet-like morphology as that of clay particles is particularly efficient at maximizing the path
length due to the large length-to-width ratio compared to other shapes of fillers such as spheres
or cubes. The tortuosity factor (τ) is defined as the ratio of the actual distance (d’) that a penetrant
must travel to the shortest distance (d) that it would have traveled in the absence of the filler.
According to equ. (1), the tortuosity factor strongly depends on the length (L), width (W) of the filler
particles in the direction of the diffusion pathway and, of course, on its volume fraction (∅s) as

The effect of tortuosity on the permeability is expressed as

where Ps and Pp represent the permeabilities of the polymer composite and pure polymer,
respectively. From equ. (1) it is obvious that the greatest effect can be achieved if filler particles
of platelet shape of a high aspect ratio such as clay platelets are properly aligned perpendicular
to the direction of diffusion. Oriented in this way, clay platelets increase the barrier properties of
polymers effectively by simply increasing the length of the diffusion path of penetrating molecules
as illustrated in the figure below.
Although eq. 2 was developed
to model the diffusion in filled
polymers (conventional composites),
it does extremely well in tracking
the experimental results for
relative permeability in polymerclay nanocomposites. Treating the
Permeation path imposed by nanoplatelet modification of polymer films.
problem as outlined above, the
composite is approximated by a
continuum model which does not require the introduction of a specific ‘‘nano-effect’’. Nevertheless,
nanoscale dimensions of such fillers are strongly preferred to maintain high transparency and a smooth
surface. These are properties critical for food packaging applications.
Fig. 1, Source: J. Tronto, A. Cláudia Bordonal, Z. Naal and J. Barros Valim (2013). Conducting Polymers / Layered Double Hydroxides
Intercalated Nanocomposites, Materials Science - Advanced Topics, Prof. Yitzhak Mastai (Ed.), ISBN: 978-953-51-1140-5, InTech,
DOI: 10.5772/54803 - Source: R. K. Bharadwaj, Modeling the Barrier Properties of Polymer-Layered Silicate Nanocomposites, Macromolecules 2001, 34, 9189-9192.
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/ USA

Interprint:
“2015: The Year of Premeer®”
The Interprint group is one of the leading, worldwide decor printers. Decorative overlays from Interprint protect and beautify the surfaces of
materials used in many residential and commercial applications, from
office, kitchen and living-room furnishings, to retail store fixtures and
flooring.
Interprint has 25 production machines and more than 1000 employees
in nine locations Worldwide. Founded in 1969, they are privately owned
and family-managed with world headquarters in Arnsberg, Germany.
Since its 1985 start-up, the US operation has not only enjoyed dramatic
growth, they have also led the way on many new product and process
developments; the most recent of which is their Premeer® line of decorative overlays based on Taghleef’s SynDECOR® films and incorporating
the latest in electron beam technology and coating formulations.
Premeer® has been described as the next-generation in decorative overlays, delivering excellent board protection with high fidelity prints in a
product that’s versatile and environmentally safe.

From left to right: John Genzabella, Ron Rodeck,
George Tsangarides, and Frank Williams.

With an earned reputation of
meeting the highest standards for
quality, consistency and reliability,
Interprint made sure that the product
launch of Premeer® (August 2012)
was controlled and well managed.
Since then, the product line has
been substantially expanded to
incorporate a wide range of
designs, texture, and gloss levels.
Interprint’s building
Interprint’s Premeer is providing
the furniture industry with an opportunity to enhance the overall appearance of their product
lines, increase the surface durability and expand the range of furniture and cabinet designs.
We, at Taghleef Industries, are proud to be part of the Premeer® program. It has been rewarding
to watch the product line grow along with the employees’
enthusiasm and capabilities. We wholeheartedly agree with
Interprint when they claim “2015 is the Year of Premeer®”.
For more information about SynDECOR please contact ron.rodeck@ti-films.com.
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/ USA

Working Together
to Grow Sales in Bakery

Two years ago, the Taghleef End User & Food Teams targeted the N. American Bakery Market
for the supply of both printed films through our converter partners, and unprinted films sold
directly in the form of narrow slit, small OD rolls. Taghleef decided to start with the largest
snack cake brand, as sales of Little Debbie® snacks represent about a third of the US snack
cake market.
McKee Foods, a privately held family-run company based in Collegedale, Tennessee, USA, has
sold more than 157 billion Little Debbie®
snacks since the brand became available in
stores in 1960. If one was to line up all of
thesesnacks, they would cover a distance
of more than 15.9 million kilometers (9.9
million miles), which would be long enough
to circle the Earth almost 400 times! When
sold in a multipack carton, each of these
snack cakes comes packaged individually
with a clear BOPP overwrap, which ensures
their freshness as well as their availability
for single serve usage.
During initial discussions with McKee, they
required a film that would perform well on
their many lines, as well as a supply chain
that could service their 20+ SKU’s on a “just
in time” basis. Additional requirements
included the qualification of multiple
production locations, with the OPP film
product being offered broadly to the market.
Both cross-functional and multi-regional teams from Ti have collaborated in working together
as we evaluated and tested the product attributes of several Ti films from both N. America
and MENA vs. the competitive alternatives. Successful trials were completed at McKee and
Taghleef BCH film was selected.
The teams from N. America and MENA are working together to transfer the BCH product
technology to Dubai, and to enable production & supply from both regions. There is more work
to be done, but the primary supply, ultimately, will be coming from Dubai, as Terre Haute will
move from primary to secondary supply once the program is complete.
Taghleef is looking to grow sales in Food with the work from End User Direct Sales. As the
saying goes,”qu’ils mangent de la brioche”, or let them eat cake!
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Asia Pacific

ConTech 2015
Australasia’s Confectionery and Food Industry
Technical Conference
Ti participated as a trade exhibitor at the Australian Industry Group
(Ai Group) Australasian Confectionery and Food industry Technical
Conference – ConTech2015. The event was held at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground and was focussed towards MEETING THE CHALLENGE
confronting the confectionery industry – in the global and local
marketplace, across the supply chain to challenges around innovation,
product development and the need to keep the customer excited.
The program was very informative involving local and international
speakers presenting the latest information on consumer and market
insights, retail trends, new product development, confectionery
ingredient and packaging innovations and processing techniques.
The event was also an excellent networking opportunity and included
representatives from across the whole confectionery supply chain
such as food science technologists, new product developers, sales and
marketing professionals, regulatory and corporate affairs personnel,
business owners and students.

/ Europe

Integration Conference DERPROSA
joins opening of extended Ti GmbH
Early this year, between 31st March and 2nd of April, two major events occurred
in the Rhine river valley in Germany. These events were the DERPROSA
Integration Conference and the opening of Taghleef Industries GmbH’s
expanded facilities. To celebrate both events, a delegation of 35 employees
from all geographical regions and all functional areas were welcomed by
Andreas Mueller, Group CSCO.

The logistic team: from left to right: Guido Kunz, Andreas Burg,
Bjoern Arzt, Manfred Serzisko, Frank Nennstiel

The DERPROSA integration status received a positive review. All aspects of
the integration are on target and the integration completion steps are clearly
defined. It is “status-quo” for the teams tasked for this project’s fulfilment.
The celebration events concluded on 2nd April with the official opening of the
extended Taghleef Industries GmbH facilities.
On show were the facilities’ 6.500 sqm of warehouse space and 440 sqm
of office space. The expanded capability of Taghleef Industries GmbH will
support the continuing logistical and contractual coordination with other units
and product lines. This allows greater support for Taghleef’s other European
Units, the Middle East Units, and the exciting DERPROSA product range.

Ti GmbH Warehouse
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Global Reach

Ti Express
Our prime objective is to satisfy our customers and
respond to their ever-increasing requirements,
as a result Ti has put in place an International
Distribution Hub Network. The hubs have been
selected for their extensive warehouse and
distribution facilities, their widespread presence
in the territory and their expertise in logistics
management.
Situated in key locations to enable the prompt
and immediate dispatch of goods, they are
able to provide a variety of dedicated logistics
services to manage the movement of your
products and materials.
We simply called it “Ti express”.

Latin America
To supply Latin America, Taghleef has deployed 2 new hub locations: Ti
El Salvador Express covers Central America and Ti Brazil Express covers
Brazil, Argentina and Chile. These new hubs provide customers access to all
Taghleef films including those from our plants in the US, Oman, Dubai, Italy,
Spain (DERPROSA branded films) and in the near future fims from Australia,
Hungary and Egypt.
The Ti HUB Express is a natural convenience for converters and end-users
alike, since it allows customers to:
Obtain consignment stock
Keeping safety surplus for busy seasons
To service the market “just in time”
Global end-users specify Ti and will be able to request converters to have
safety stocks, at the Ti Brasil Express HUB.
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Global Reach

UK
Our new Ti UK Express service covers deliveries in:
24h to 48h to all destinations
24h to the main UK cities
Same day to key customers

All Under Control
South Africa
Our Ti South Africa Express
Hub delivers the goods to the
customers’ premises in 1-2 days.
Our largest customers also
benefit from support services
that this convenient hub is able
to offer.

A single point of Contact - a dedicated person responsible at
Taghleef will follow the customers’ account, making sure their
needs are understood and solutions are provided.
Customer Service - a customer service representative will
provide support on the day-to-day operations and answer
questions.
Track & Trace - real time information available across devices
to track customers’ consignment
Choose your service!
For further information please send an email to staff@ti-films.com.
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Label Focus

Delivering Innovations
in IML
Ti expects to expand the IML portfolio and technology
further over the next few years and is active in
promoting IML innovations worldwide. An example
of this was Ti’s presentation at a recent IML Industry
Summit event held in Shenzen, China in December
2014 and IMLCON, Miami, USA last May.
Steve Hodgson, Sales Manager – Labels (Asia Pacific)
observes that IML technology is an emerging market
segment across China and there is a strong passion
to deliver world class IML solutions. He comments
“the increased uptake of state-of-the-art presses and
integration of advanced robotics into high-end moulder
facilities in the region will drive the requirement for
high performance IML film solutions.” He believes this
need will strengthen Ti’s relationship with key IML
players in this region moving forward.

personal care and hygiene brands. This product will be
showcased at the “Smart/Active Label & Packaging”
Pavilion at LABELEXPO EUROPE.
Thermoforming IML applications involving high yield
for superior economics and satin post moulding finish,
and even
Sustainable IML technology involving Ti’s Nativia PLA
biobased film and compostable IML container for food
packaging.
Overall, IML remains a growing market sector and Ti
is committed to establishing a strong global presence
to support this growth and to build a strong specialty
business.

The market is continually evolving and designers
now choose Ti films to deliver a variety of innovative
solutions that will be presented during LABELEXPO
EUROPE in Brussels next September, including:
High yield voided IML films for improved cost
effectiveness and customised post mould finishes.
High gloss metallic finish with excellent graphics
appeal for promoting high value, elegance feel and
brand differentiation. Also, provides cost effective
alternative to metal cans with no risk of denting during
transport and distribution.

High gloss metallic finish: Horleys tubs printed by John Herrod & Associates,
moulded by NCI Packaging for brand owner Naturlac Nutrition.

IML films for digital print are used where short label
print runs require high quality, eye-catching graphics
that stands out on the shelves. The digital printed IML
label enables smaller print runs of IML labels at lower
costs and with a shorter lead time. This makes IML
print technology ideal for ‘mock-up’ samples to show
customers how the final product will look.
Barrier films for shelf-life extension of packed
products.
IML film with tactile properties such as luxurious
Soft-Touch surface
Antibacterial protection (BACTERSTOP) which
kills 99.9% of critical bacteria on contact. Ideal for
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Thermoforming Technology for IML: Ti’s LFE 65 film printed by Verstraete IML
and moulded by Illig

Label Focus

Next generation
WAL > LXI
The Beverage industry is expected to evolve, grow, and
to increase promotional activities to influence consumer
preferences. These trends are good news for the BOPP
wrap around reel fed labels which play a vital role in the
industry. The wrap around reel feed format is widely
used in labeling of water, carbonated soft drinks, milk
and dairy products, sports and energy drinks, juices,
ready-to-drink and alcoholic beverages. These trends
are driving manufacturers, not only to revitalize their
production capacity, but also to focus on new innovative
packaging solutions. One of the ever-present packaging
requirements is the need for more sustainable, lighter
weight packaging. Taghleef Industries has focused
its R&D efforts on these requirements in the last few
years. As a result Ti offers a next generation, ultra high
yield, white voided label film LXI 38 micron.
This film can run on high speed labeling lines at speeds
comparable to standard label films and still satisfy
the highest print quality requirements for excellent
graphic results. The ultra high yield of LXI 38 enables
the reduction of the label weight, thus contributing
to the sustainability of the final consumer product.
Beucke & Söhne GmbH & Co.KG, a German converter
with a centre of competence for gravure, flexo, offset
and digital printing, has chosen LXI 38 micron for
water and soft drink labels for its excellent gloss and
opacity, but also for its good machine performance
at converter and bottler site.

International
Team Work in Labels
Ti has a superb and devoted International Sales Team
in Labels. The Labels Team came together for an
International Seminar held in Philadelphia and New York
last May. The team met with key account, Bemis, in New
York where they presented Bemis with a commemorative
International Customer Relations award. Following a
discussion on global label market trends, the Ti team
visited a world famous city – New York.

The Label Team also spent time in the Ti North
America’s R&D center and the applications laboratory.
In the Delaware Headquarters, the Team interacted and
meet colleagues responsible for designing best in class
label films. A robust discussion of customer needs and
applications requirements was
held among the laboratory and
the R&D teams.
International team work is a daily
part of life in Ti’s Label Team.
Meet the Ti Team at LABELEXPO
EUROPE in Brussels from 29th
September to 2nd October 2015,
Hall 5 Stand C46.
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Middle East
Africa

Fast Forwarding IML
in Middle East Region…
The Gulf Markets incorporate tremendous consumer diversity, creative marketer’s
creative paradise in terms of brand building, identification and differentiation. Rapid
growth of Middle Eastern economies attracts competitive international brands who
desire impact and food packaging differentiation to capture market share.
Even though, rigid plastic products are produced to highest technological level in the
Middle East, very thin walled food packaging containers were imported predominantly
from Europe. The shelf presence IML labeling delivers in injection molded thin walled
containers is being leveraged by major owners in the explosively growing dairy and ice
cream market segments. However, the challenge is to deliver product faster and realize
speed to market especially for new product designs and promotions in dairy industry.
This means local availability of labels is more and more critical to GCC molders. Ti, with
its globally proven portfolio for Injection in Mould Labeling films, leads the efforts to
support local business growth. The potential is tremendous within the region as well
as the Indian sub continent where Ti’s products, especially LIM with high yield and ever
increasingly fine texture finish - more like Satin finish, but often called “orange peel”
finish. Ti is also launching a true orange peel film called LIU with 0.55 density for the
sophisticated printers and molders locally.
Together, Ti and local industry is partnering to accelerate and fast forward growth of
IML decoration business within GCC/Middle East. The regional Fast-Moving Consumer
Goods (FMCG) brands are the beneficiaries, and we the consumers are being delighted
with choice. Ti supports creation of value for label converters and brand owners alike
across the globe, thinking global, acting local at just the right time and when a solution
is needed – acting quickly with fast forwarded solutions to the market.

Labeling
Performance Proven
In the last Ti News the launch of LTG, a highly innovative clear film for transparent WAL, was reported. Over the last
few months it’s performance has proven the benefits of this excellent product within the greater Middle East region
for the multinational water and beverage brand owners and manufacturers.
LTG performance is reported to be now up to 38,000 bottles/hour on a (surprising) variety of labelers and machines.
Transparent or “no look labels” are making a pleasant resurgence in terms of value creation for converters and brands.
Stakeholders and LTG users are extremely pleased with this timely development.
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Middle East
Africa

Cigarette films from Ti Dubai
Shrinking distance for enhanced service
As part of Ti’s mission to be a one stop shop for the entire gamut of BOPP film solutions for the packaging
industry, Ti offers a wide range of products under its portfolio. Having originated from the ‘developing’
world and spread out to developed world, Ti is in constant pursuit of giving back by bringing global know
how and richer experience to Middle East, Africa and Asia markets. In line with this, Ti started offering
high shrink Tobacco overwrapping films to Middle East and Indian subcontinent regions from its local hub
in Dubai, prior to full manufacturing at this site.
Ti brings tremendous convenience to tobacco producers in the region as they have the flexibility of ordering
small volumes at any point of time, compared to the previous scenario of importing container loads with
very long transit times. In line with Ti’s reputation for consistent quality products and innovation, the
tobacco portfolio offers a wide range of shrink films for normal to high speed overwrapping of cigarette
packs and bundle wraps. Ti’s local service model, closer to customers, offers an opportunity in sourcing
global products at regional pricing.

EES for High Speed SoapPackaging
Packaging structures are changing with the focus on “lean design” and less material to provide consumers a
more sustainable package. Low environmental impact designs which retain brand image and classic elegance
are the goal of many packaging formats. For example, the household soap bar is a timeless product, with sales
driven by strong brand recognition. A main consideration for the redesign of soap packaging is to maintain the
brand’s relationship with consumers but provide a new look, less material, and maintain the brand’s appeal.
In the case of soap, the classical paper based packaging is being replaced by a BoPP film based sleek wrapper.
EES, a white pearlescent, high yield film from Ti is uniquely designed for such an application. EES delivers
high speed packing on HFFS machines (300ppm for 250gm bar) with its low Sealing Initial Temperature
(SIT), without compromising look. Available in 28 and 45micron thickness, EES28 is used as a laminate
worldwide with a reverse printed Matte film (Ti’s MUS grade for classic paper look!) or with reverse printed
glossy HS film (Ti’s TES or LTG for a sparkling effect!). EES45 is used as a surface printed mono web wrapper.
High gloss and special surface characteristics of EES enables improved print definition with rotogravure or
flexographic methods. Unlike paper wrappers, EES doesn’t transmit oily deposits and offers good moisture
barrier eliminating the need of a traditional inner lining (stiffener).
Cellulose, a major constituent of paper is a growth medium for mold/
fungus; particularly under moist warm manufacturing conditions.
In contrast, Taghleef EES doesn’t allow moisture accumulation
thus avoiding spoilage due to mold attack. Global soap brands are
embracing EES in their packaging designs, perhaps you should
consider the benefits in your next packaging project?
Contact your Ti representative in Middle-East at
staff.mena@ti-films.com for more details.
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/ Europe

Graphic Arts
Slitting & Warehouse
New facilities in Ti Inc.
New slitting facilities are now available in Ti Inc. Terre Haute is now equipped
to slit the DERPROSA graphic arts range of products for the US market. The
new capability has been demonstrated by the team through successful
slitting trials.
Here are the team members from left to right :
Blas Casado/Ti SLU Logistics, Javier Del Barrio/Ti SLU Technical, Craig Hedden/
TiNA TH Logistics (Packaging), Dave Daley/TiNA TH Operations (Slitting
Operator), Filip Sarka/ Ti Spain Sales, Paul Ghejan/TiNA TH Technical, Cliff
Lovett/TiNA TH Operations, Rob Virostko/TiNA Operations, Steve Hatcher/
TiNA TH Planning/Scheduling, Jim Hallahan/TiNA TH Supply Chain, Jay
Funkhouser/TiNA TH Operations, Brian McMurtry/TiNA TH Logistics.

Successful Implementation Team in Terre Haute.

Team members not in the photo: Patti Steman/TiNA TH IT & IS, Karla
O’Connell/TiNA TH Logistics, Stephanie Johnson/Ti Spain Customer Service
(in Wilmington).
Thanks to all of Larry Mauer’s Manufacturing employees, Jim Burger’s IT/IS employees, the Supply Chain employees,
along with the Ti SLU employees for a job well done!

Ti SLU: NEW USA Based Office
Our U.S.A. based office location and mailing address have changed,
effective from last April 1, 2015.
Our new mailing address and U.S. office we will be based on the below address:
2751 Centerville Road –Suite 400, Wilmington (DE) 19808 (USA)
Phone: 302-326-5711.
The cell phone numbers of our team members remain the same.
Please change your records to reflect our new contact information and direct
all future correspondence to our new mailing address stated above.

New Coating line
From beginning of March a new
coating line has been installed
in Ti SLU with the objective of
developing new products and to
increase the capacity for Graphic
Arts specialties.
Between the typology of films that can be produced in the line, we can point out SoFT TOUcH™, Digi-Sticks,
Anti-Scratch, GSP, Color Films, PET, Thermal films, Nylon, etc.
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/ Europe

Graphic Arts
Luxe Pack Shanghai (15th & 16th April 2015)
The feedback that we received from visitors to the booth was positive with
the novelties that we presented: QUARTZ ELEGANCE RANGE (White,
Gold SoFT TOUcH and Gloss). This allowed Taghleef to take an important
step to new partners within luxury brands packaging and book printing
industry in China. This range is not limited to the borders of China, but is
also available to companies from all over Asia.
Luxe Pack plays an important role to reinforce DERPROSA™´s brand in
in the Asian region by generating significant brand development and
confidence in DERPROSA’s high quality range of products. The show
was a resounding success.
Following our participation at Luxe Pack Shanghai, Ti SLU exhibited
its new products in New York, Luxe Pack (A201 Booth) and in Mexico,
Expográfica where Ti shared the booth with Tecnoempaques y
Laminados.

Luxe Pack New York - Expográfica Mexico (12-15 May)
With a working philosophy based on product development, Ti SLU proposes to show the world
its innovations through a presence at the industry’s largest trade shows.
In this way, DERPROSA takes its place as a leader in terms of innovation and design in the
luxury packaging sector, which demands the most sophisticated outcomes and perfect results.
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/ Europe

Graphic Arts
Novelties
Quartz Elegance Range

QUARTZ ELEGANCE WHITE
White matte BoPP film with white paper aspects. Optimal
whiteness and opacity with similar aspect to paper and high UV
resistance are included in the presentation.
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

+ Enhances the appearance of packaging
+ Greater protection and durability of paper
+ Excellent barrier to humidity
+ Printable by offset (using oxidative inks, specific
for non-porous material) and screen printing

+ Packaging
+ Recycled paper
+ Lenticular applications
+ Posters
+ Board lamination (pressed
wood, wardrobe/cupboard
interiors)

OFFSET UV: We recommend to test before printing
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/ Europe

Graphic Arts

QUARTZ ELEGANCE GOLD SOFT TOUCH™
Matte gold film with a sleek and sophisticated appearance and
attractive SoFT TOUcH™ effect.
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS:
+ Stunning effects UV varnishes (screen printing,
digital 3D varnish)
+ Achieve an embossed effect using a varnish
+ Excellent anti-scratch qualities
APPLICATIONS:
+ Deluxe packaging
+ Book covers
+ Luxury brands brochures

QUARTZ ELEGANCE GOLD GLOSS
Golden film with metallized gloss effect over the film surface without the
necessity of using metallic inks to obtain a metallized effect.
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS:

APPLICATIONS:

+ This film provide a glowing effect that will give
an EXCLUSIVE look appearance to your jobs
+ Ideal for use in the luxury sector
+ Achieve an excellent embossed effect using a
varnish
+ Use of conventional inks is not necessary as this
material gives a metallic effect
+ Bondable, embossable and printable
+ Good printing quality
+ Brightness and clear surface

+ Deluxe packaging
+ Book covers
+ Luxury brands brochures

For further information please contact Ti SLU at: staff.es@ti-films.com
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/ Africa

Ti Egypt ready to follow downgauging trend

With its state of the art machinery and its focus on efficiently delivering quality
products, Ti Egypt is equipped to satisfy the demand for lower gauge substrates, a
long term trend which is prevalent especially in the field of Fast Moving Consumer
Goods (FMCG).
If its brand owners seeking to reduce packaging material usage or converters looking
for yield improvement, Ti can offer solutions to meet these demands. Our TLF
15 with enhanced slip properties has recently succeeded with two customers in a
straw packaging application, where a standard heat sealable film was not giving
satisfactory results.
Besides extending the thickness range of transparent thin films, Ti Egypt’s portfolio
of metallized BoPP films has also been widened, not only in terms
of thickness but also functionality.
While the standard barrier ZSS 15 replaces more and more 18 and
20µm films in conventional laminates, enhanced barrier films find
a positive market response where increased shelf life is required.
The medium barrier film ZMB 18 and the high barrier ZVB 15
are typically laminated with reverse printed transparent films
for snack food packaging. Both films are suitable for extrusion
lamination.
ZES 18 and 15 represent the lower end of the ZES thickness range
and offer a wide heat seal range to allow higher packaging speeds.
Supported by a committed technical team, Ti’s Egyptian
unit strives for further growth with thin packaging films,
complementing the wide product range that Ti group already
offers in Ti Egypt’s main markets Europe and Africa.
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Events Calendar

Co-located Show:

SEPT. 13-16, 2015

Graph Expo
The World’s Graphic Communications Industry Event
Chicago, USA
13th – 16th Sept. 2015

N° 3441 South Hall

Packaging Innovations 2015 - The future of Branded and Inspirational Packaging
London - 16-17 Sept. 2015 - F7 West Hall Level 1

Labelexpo Europe
The World’s Largest Event for the Label & Package
Printing Industry
Bruxelles, Belgium
29th Sept – 2nd Oct. 2015
Hall 5 Stand 5C46

FachPack
European Trade Show for Packaging, Technology, Processing
and Logistics
Nuremberg, Germany
29th Sept – 1st Oct. 2015
Hall 5 Stand 5-109

LuxePack Monaco
The Premier Show for Creative Packaging
Monaco, France
21st – 23rd Oct. 2015
Ravel Hall RF10

Packaging Innovation
Ti SLU Sponsor of IPA AWARDS 2015
Madrid, Spain
19th November 2015

Thin Wall Packaging 2015
International Conference on Market Trend organized by AMI
Maritim Hotel, Cologne
1st – 3rd Dec. 2015
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